
Episode 17-Nightmare

“What do we do?” I asked BaBa, my mind scattered and uneasy. She raised 
an eyebrow at me, “We really only have one choice Abilan if that’s what 
you’re asking.” I didn’t like that answer. I didn’t like not having a choice in 
the matter, or at least better options that would keep us out of danger and 
advance the mission. “But I-“ BaBa cut me off, “No buts. You asked, and I 
answered.” She said before taking a sip of tea. I quieted myself and 
attempted to do the same for my mind so I could form a coherent thought 
process. “BaBa if you want to live we have to go to Matkaaja and get you on 
a boat out of this valley. DuPaul went out on his own, without considering you
and your safety as well as mine.” “And?” BaBa said sheepishly. “And I think 
we must continue this journey on our own until you are safe, then I can find 
DuPaul and we can continue our journey.” “Absolutely not,” BaBa replied, 
setting her tea down and setting her hawkish eye upon me. “In fact I think 
that might be the most foolish thing I have ever heard. You don’t know if 
DuPaul will rejoin your cause, you don’t know what awaits us over the hill, 
you just don’t know. What we do know however, is DuPaul was upset and left 
camp. He hasn’t returned in days. That could mean two things Abilan. He is 
either hurt and incompacitated, or he has abandoned us. For something this 
serious, I would like to ask him myself. Wouldn’t you?” “And what if we don’t 
find him?” I responded, a bit of anxiety and anger seeping into my voice. 
“Then we will have our answer. I know DuPaul well, better than anyone in 
fact. He is hurt and angry, but yhat doesn’t mean he doesn’t want to be 
found. No matter what happened between us he would always let himself be 
found so we could make up. If we can not find him however, that leads me to
believe something terrible has happened to him. Then, we look harder.” I 
absorbed what BaBa was saying as I moved swiftly through camp, picking up
and packing away everything that had grown spread out over the past 
several days. BaBa reached out a hand and stopped me, my heart skipping a
beat. “Before we go, there is something you must do.”

My thoughts became scattered as my mind searched for answers. How long 
had this being been down here with me? What is here exactly? How long had
I been down here? But more than anything, why? Adrenaline surged through 
my body and gripped my heart like I have never experienced as the gravity 
of my situation set in. I was in the company of a member of Elia’s death 
squad, or even Elia herself. Tightening my grip on my kukri hilt and the hilt of
my torch, I couldn’t take my eyes off the being that lived in the shadows, 
eyes reflecting the light of the torch like a nocturnal animal. Neither of us 
moved. Neither of us breathed. We merely stood frozen, each waiting for the 
other to make the first move. If I turned and attempted to climb out this 
being would cut me down in seconds. I wouldn’t even have a hand free to 
defend myself as it snuffed out my existence. Fuck that, I thought to myself. 



If I am going to die here, I will go down fighting. My stomach growled loudly, 
echoing off the walls and exacerbating the headache that had developed 
from the glare of the burning linen in a sea of darkness. From where I stood it
appeared the creature cocked its head to the side, like an inquisitive pup, the
only movement it had made for several minutes. “Who are you?” I asked, my
voice raspy and breaking from lack of water. No response. “Why am I here?” 
Nothing. I was growing angry. “Answer me!” I screamed, my throat feeling 
like I had swallowed a gallon of sea water in one go. There was still no 
response. I took a step toward the creature, shuffling my feet and keeping 
my stance low, ready for combat. My body may be weak, but not my will. The
creature took a step backward, effortless and silent. I took another step 
forward. The being took another step back. Two steps forward. Two steps 
backward. Was this nothing more than a game to this thing? Tapping into 
some of my last reserves of energy I sprinted forward, sword held high ready 
to strike. The creature disappeared into the darkness like a ghost, eyes no 
longer visible. I came upon the spot it had occupied when I felt a presence 
behind me, the hairs on my arms and neck standing on end as I swung the 
torch in a wide arch, hoping to expose the creature and catch it off guard. It 
sidestepped the movement so quickly it appeared as nothing more than a 
blur, ending up behind me with a finger outstretched, before it flicked me in 
the back of the head as it melted back into the darkness in one smooth and 
effortless motion. As I stumbled forward from the blow doing my best to 
maintain my balance, my head spinning, I realized how heavily I was 
breathing, my vision narrowing on the edges as the lack of air began to exact
its toll further. Breath DuPaul. Do not let your anger take over. Remember 
what Abe taught you. Remember that you can win the fight if you play your 
cards right. You have sparred enough, and regardless of what this creature 
may be thinking, this is exactly how it appears to you. No escape. This is a 
fight to the end.

As the light from my makeshift torch flicker, it’s fuel of both linen and oxygen
dwindling I couldn’t help but feel I had nothing left to lose. I retreated to a 
corner, ears open and listening for a creature that didn’t make a sound. Once
by back encountered the cool wall I lowered myself and set my torch against 
a corner, propped so it could use as much oxygen as possible. If my plan was
going to work, I would be left defenseless for a time. In the back of my mind 
a voice screamed at me for being foolish, but that didn’t matter now. This 
thing was toying with me. Laying my kukri down I began to undo my leg 
armor in the faint glow the torch still provided, removing it all until I was in 
my linen underlayer. It was wet from sweat, but with a fire going already I 
would have a lot easier time making my plan work. I removed my underpants
and immediately put my armor back on, keeping my eyes up and vigilant as I
fumbled in the blackness that surrounded the illumination of the torch. Still 



no sound of another occupant reached me as I sat on my butt and scooted 
toward the flame, needing the light to finish my work. Using my kukri, I cut 
notches into the linen and began tearing away small pieces of fabric that 
were roughly two inches by two inches. When there was nothing left to use 
and I had a decent pile of linen I dropped my kukri once more before 
grabbing the bundle of arrows that remained in my quiver and removed 
them, laying them in one layer near my feet. With one eye keeping watch 
over the expanse I began moving them quickly back and forth over the 
flame, drying them out until the edges became dark, black soot layering 
them. Wrapping each piece of fabric over a corresponding arrow tip moving 
as quickly as I could as my hands shook and bile rose in my throat as my 
body lashed out at me for not giving it any sustenance. One by one I 
equipped my arrows until a pile was before me. Standing, I removed my bow 
and grabbed the pile of arrows and held them in my left hand while I knocked
one with my right, putting the fabric that graced the tip of the arrow over the
smaller and smaller flame that was my torch. This wouldn’t last long, but it 
was the only option I had. “Phyrus, light my way and give me the strength to 
defeat my enemy.” Drawing my arrow back slightly I released, watching the 
flaming arrow sail into the darkness. I repeated this until the pile was gone, 
scattering the arrows throughout the area I currently occupied, adding as 
much light as I possibly could. I was growing exhausted, the air growing 
thinner by the second as I viewed the expanse. I could see a shadow dart 
from area to area, never in full sight but still there none the less. “One thing 
you may not know,” I began as I lowered and recovered my kukri as well as 
my sword, flinging the now burnt husk of linen from the tip on the ground. 
“It’s not that I am stuck in here with you.” I began moving toward the 
indentions in the wall that would facilitate my escape. “It’s more so that you 
are stuck in here with me!” I yelled taking the deepest breath I could as the 
words left my mouth and sprinted towards my salvation, keeping my head 
cocked and watching for this lethal member of the Hyne.

I reached the indentations and sheathed my weapons, jumping and grabbing
hold of a handhold and dragging myself up, doing my best to hook my feet 
before climbing further. I felt like a boy again almost, the panic and 
exhilaration that sets in when someone is after you and you don’t want to be
caught. Keeping one ear opened I raised myself further, breath coming in 
short ragged bursts as I still tried to maintain visual of the room below and 
around me, searching for any movement in the flickering light. Higher and 
higher I climbed, now nearly fifteen foot off the ground when I head the rapid
patter of light feet smacking against stone. My adrenaline spiked and I began
to panic even more looking around desperately for my soon to be attacker. 
As I shifted my head from right to left, I saw movement out of the corner of 
my eye, darting through the shadows like a gust of wind. Finally, I saw it as it



sprinted toward me. Tight linen colored like Abe’s and shiny covered its body 
rigid in some points from what I guessed was underlying armor, a sword 
hung from the hip and across the back. Boots of a fine leather moved silently
against the floor as the muscles beneath its armor flexed. Its face was 
obscured due to the height at which it stood as it neared me. Holding on 
desperately I maneuvered my body just enough to draw my kukri with my 
now free hand and raised my arm, ready to strike at the being when it 
climbed beneath me. To my dismay it did not climb, but when it drew close 
enough leapt toward me in one smooth and effortless motion, closing the 
distance before I could react. I meekly attempted to swing my kukri, but the 
being batted it away like it was nothing before grabbing hold of me by the 
ankle and yanking me downward. The strength and furiousness with which it 
pulled immediately broke three of my fingers and pulled me free, the floor 
coming to greet me much faster than I would have wished. The air exploded 
from my lungs when I struck the floor full on my back, bile escaping from me 
upon contact. My vision darkened and I gasped for air, my lungs begging and
pleading for a respite from my pain. Before I could catch my breath, the 
being was upon me, face mere inches from mine. The smell of old perfume 
wafted from its armor burning my eyes and making them water. Struggling I 
realized I was no match for the beast as it pushed passed my guard and 
wrapped its fingers around my throat, the tendons from its hands and 
muscles that constituted its forearms standing out as the grip tightened. It 
leaned in closer to me, bottom lip tucked under its top teeth, a face like 
Abe’s but more exaggerated with feint scars sporadically flaring up across its
face. Its eyes were wide and black as coal as it got closer, noses nearly 
touching. I realized that this being, this thing that used to be a human just 
like me wanted more than anything to kill me. It was enjoying it. Gasping I 
pried at the hands squeezing the life out of me, its grip like iron and only 
growing tighter. My neck was thick and powerful but would soon be crushed 
under the force it was exerting. I could feel my legs kicking wildly, my body 
doing its damndest to buck the being from me while my hands grabbed and 
pulled at its hands. I could feel my vision growing narrower as my body and 
muscles used up the last reserves of oxygen I had left. I guess this is it, I 
thought to myself. This is where my story ends. No happy ending. No grand 
ambitions fulfilled. Outlived by BaBa and the rest of Mordarium, even Nero. 
Pathetic I thought to myself as my resistance grew weaker, muscles void of 
oxygenated blood and losing power. That was when I saw. It was smiling at 
me, a smile full of venom and passion for snuffing me out. My vision 
exploded as the adrenaline surged, more than I have ever felt before, the 
power returning. I took my broken and limp fingers and shoved them as 
deeply as I could into its black eyes, blood immediately flowing and spraying 
against my face as the being howled in pain, loosening its grip and reaching 
for its damaged face. I gasped the most precious breath of air I had ever 



experienced and brought my knees to my chest, coiling tightly and launching
a kick to the chest of the being that sent it backwards, sliding on the floor as 
it attempted to recover. I turned and looked desperately for my kukri and 
spotted the glittering of metal a few feet from me and pushing my body 
toward it, arm outstretched and reaching for it desperately. My fingers 
grazed the hilt as the being reached toward me as well, grazing my foot 
before finding purchase and yanking me out of reach of the kukri. As the 
being clambered up my body once again toward my throat, I kicked it in the 
nose with my heel, once, twice, three times rapidly before the splintering of 
bone could be heard, more blood beginning to pool on the floor, congealing 
and growing sticky. This did not faze the being as it got a good grip of my 
ankle and crushed, snapping the bone with an audible pop. I screamed in 
pain as I willed my body once more toward my kukri, this time catching the 
hilt with my fingertip and sliding it closer toward me as the being climbed my
back. I could feel it grab hold of my head by the hair and slam my face into 
the floor, stars and blooding clouding my field of vision as I rolled away and 
swung wildly with my kukri, feeling the tip dig into skin as another grunt of 
pain and frustration escaped it. I wiped my eyes desperately as I slightly 
regained my vision when the being grabbed me by my chest armor and 
threw me, the force of which tore through the straps that held it together and
exposed my chest. I hit the ground and rolled, recovering easily as he rushed
toward me. At the last moment I fell to the ground and launch a straight kick 
with my good leg to its groin, doubling it over and halting its progression. I 
wasted no time and attempted to stand, my broken ankle collapsing under 
my body weight as I crumpled to the ground. It began to rise as I crawled 
toward it, my vision blackening from lack of oxygen once more. Using every 
ounce of strength, I could muster I stood on one good leg as the being drew 
its sword and swung at me. I ducked as I parried the blow, throwing my 
shoulder into its chest, getting as much separation as I could as it launched 
another strike, throwing all its strength behind it. I parried the wide blow 
which knocked the being off balance, here is my chance! As the beings’ body
weight carried it forward, I swung as hard as I could, cleaving it where its 
neck met its shoulders, digging deeply into the muscle fibers and bone 
where it became stuck. I pulled but could not free my weapon, instead 
drawing my sword and raising it high. The being fell to its knees, swaying 
slightly from side to side, eyes wide and in shock as its blood poured onto 
the floor before me. “We humans,” speech interrupted by my deep and 
desperate gasps of air. “are here to stay.” I could see the beings body 
become rigid. “Don’t fuck with us!” I yelled as I swung the sword with every 
bit of strength I could muster, severing its head as the swing carried me to 
the floor. I contacted the floor as the head hit the floor before me, its eyes 
still wide in shock. That was the last thing I saw as my world faded to black.




